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Abstract
In this thesis we apply graphical statistics models for analyzing causality
relations among various international stock markets. We present Graphi-
cal models in terms of conditional independence in probability spaces, as
opposed to conditional orthogonality of Hilbert spaces, which is the usual
presentation of this theory in the literature. We introduce the concept of
causality graph with weights to assess for the different degrees of causality
relations among markets, i.e., causes coming far from the past are distin-
guish from causes from the most immediate past. We programmed the
construction of causality graphs in R, and apply this methodology to a
small sample of 3 major stock markets indices S & P 500, Nikkei 225 and
FTSE 100 to trace the spillover of volatility between them. We repeat this
experiment with 11 major stock indices representing industrialized as well
as emerging markets all over the world.

Keywords: Graphical statistics, causality graphs, financial time series,
VAR model, volatility spillover.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Objectives and justification of work
The main objective of this thesis is to apply graphical statistics models
to analyze the causal relationship between financial time series, and in
particular the volatility interrelation among different stock markets. This
objective have been achieved by resolution of three tasks, where in each
we made some research contribution, and as summarized below:

1. The concept of causality we studied and apply is Granger causality,
and the Graphical model to realized Granger causality studied and
implemented is the one developed by Dahlhaus and Eichler in [2].
There are different conceptions of causality and Graphical models,
and in this section we will argue why our choices are the appropriate
for the analysis of cause-effect relationships between financial time
series. The theory of Graphical models of Dahlhaus and Eichler is
explained in Chapter 2, but under a different, yet equivalent, frame-
work: we redefine the Graphical models in terms of conditional in-
dependence in probability spaces, as opposed to in terms of condi-
tional orthogonality of Hilbert subspaces as originally developed in
[2]. We remark though that this probabilistic view is not ours, as it
is in fact suggested in the same work [2], and most commonly used
in other theories of Graphical models (see, e.g., [4]). We enhanced
the concept of causality graphs by adding weights. Thus we have
weighted causality graphs, and these weights measure some degree
of causality in the sense that it discerns between the causes coming
from afar or from near past.

2. We programmed in R the construction of Graphical models from
the general Time Series Graph to the Causality Graph (all these will
be defined), to provide us with our own software tool for causality
analysis. This programming work was necessary since, as we ex-
plain in this section, existing R packages for causality analysis are
not suitable for the type of causality of our interest, namely, Granger
causality.
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3. We made experiments with real data. We use the software tool de-
veloped for determining the possible causality relation between dif-
ferent stock markets; in particular we analyze the possible volatil-
ity transmission among developed and emerging markets, a phe-
nomenon termed as volatility spillover, and of much interest in econo-
metrics.

1.2 Causality inference
The problem of estimating cause-effect relationships between variables
from observations is of primary interest in many fields of science. One of
the most accepted method for inferring causal direction (which values of a
variable causes the values of another variable) is experimental intervention
[8]. In general, the method works as follows to quantify the possible causal
effect of variable V onto variable W : observe the state of W if V is forced
to take value V = a, and compare to the value of W if V is forced to take
value V = a+ 1 or V = a+ δ. If V and W are random variables, forcing
V = a, a+ 1, and so on, could have the effect of successively change the
distribution of W . If that is the case, one can say then that V is causing W .

This intervention based causality was translated into graphical form
by Pearl [9], and this graphical representation extended and popularized
by Lauritzen, Wermuth and others [6, 5, 4], paving the way to algorithms
that can infer the information about the causal structure from observa-
tional data, most notably of these being the PC algorithm [11] and variants.
These algorithms have been fully programmed in R, and made available
as the package pcalg [7].

However this concept of causality (as in Pearl) is not suitable for the
analysis of cause-effect among random variables that evolve in time, that
is, random time series. One difficulty with this idea of causality in the
realm of time series is that we can not intervene the values of the vari-
able which have already occurred in the past. Whatever the concept of
causality, it must respect the flow of time and thus be based purely on
observations of past and present values. In consequence the associated al-
gorithms to Pearl’s causality concept are not adequate tools for inferring
the causal structure of time dependent variables. These justifies working
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out our own algorithms.
The concept of causality we need is the one due to Granger [3], which

exploits the natural time ordering to achieve a causal ordering of the vari-
ables. The basic idea of Granger causality, in the case of two random
variables X and Y , is the following:

X is said to (Granger) cause Y , if Y can be better predicted
using the histories of both X and Y than it can by using the
history of Y alone.

This idea can be mathematically realized by computing a regression of
variable Y on the past values of itself and the past values of X , and testing
the significance of coefficient estimates associated with X . This set up
can be represented by a bi-variate autoregressive process. The extension
to a vector of variables, say m > 2 variables for which we want to infer
the pairwise causal structure, is represented by a Vector Autoregressive
(VAR) process. Dahlhaus and Eichler in [2] show how to define a Time
Series Chain graph (TSC) associated to a VAR process, in such a way that
the directed edges in the graph reflect the recursive structure of the time
series, and from this TSC graph one can derive the causality structure, also
in graphical form as a Causal Graph. This graphical construction can then
be turned into an algorithm and programmed in R. The following chapters
contain the details of this construction, and applications.



2 Graphical statistics
We begin reviewing the concept of conditional independence which is ba-
sic for the construction of Graphical models. We follow Lauritzen [4].

2.1 Conditional independence
If X ,Y,Z are random variables with a joint distribution P, we say that X is
conditionally independent of Y given Z under P , and write X ⊥⊥ Y |Z[P],
if for any measurable set A in the sample space of X , there exists a version
of the conditional probability P(A|Y,Z) which is a function of Z alone.
Usually P will be fixed and omitted from the notation. If Z is trivial we
say that X is independent of Y , and write X ⊥⊥ Y . When X , Y , and Z are
discrete random variables the condition for X ⊥⊥ Y |Z simplifies as

P(X = x,Y = y|Z = z) = P(X = x|Z = z)P(Y = y|Z = z),

where the equation holds for all z with P(Z = z) > 0. When the three
variables admit a joint density function fXY |Z with respect to a product
measure µ, we have

X ⊥⊥ Y |Z ⇐⇒ fXY |Z(x,y|z) = fX |Z(x|z) fY |Z(y|z),

where this equation holds almost surely with respect to P. If all densities
are continuous, the equality above must hold for all z with fZ(z)> 0. It is
understood that all functions on a discrete space are considered continuous
functions. The condition above can be rewritten as

X ⊥⊥ Y |Z ⇐⇒ fXY Z(x,y,z) fZ(z) = fXZ(x,z) fY Z(y,z),

and this equality must hold for all values of z when the densities are con-
tinuous.
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Fundamental properties
The ternary relation X ⊥⊥ Y |Z has the following properties, where h de-
notes an arbitrary measurable function on the sample space of X :

(C1) i f X ⊥⊥ Y |Z then Y ⊥⊥ X |Z;
(C2) i f X ⊥⊥ Y |Z and U = h(X), then U ⊥⊥ Y |Z;
(C3) i f X ⊥⊥ Y |Z and U = h(X), then X ⊥⊥ Y |(Z,U);
(C4) i f X ⊥⊥ Y |Z and X ⊥⊥W |(Y,Z), then X ⊥⊥ (W,Y ) |Z;

Proof of (C1): If X ⊥⊥ Y |Z , then P(X |Y,Z) = P(X |Z) and P(X |Y,Z) =
P(X |Z) if and only if P(Y |X ,Z) = P(Y |Z)

Hence,

P(Y |X ,Z) =
P(X ,Y |Z)

P(X |Z)

=
P(X |Y,Z)p(Y |Z)

P(X |Z)

=
P(X |Z)P(Y |Z)

P(X |Z)
(By Assumption)

= P(Y |Z)

�
(C2) and (C3) are obvious.

Proof of (C4): If X ⊥⊥W (Y,Z) then P(X |W,Z,Y ) = P(X |Z,Y ). Similarly
from X ⊥⊥ Y |Z we have P(X |Z,Y ) = P(X |Z), by combining these equa-
tions we obtain:

P(X |W,Z,Y ) = P(X |Z)

And hence X ⊥⊥ (W,Y )|Z �
If we use f as a generic symbol for the probability density of the random
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variables corresponding to its arguments, the following statements are true
[4]:

(a) X ⊥⊥ Y |Z ⇐⇒ f (x,y,z) = f (x,z) f (y,z)/ f (z)

(b) X ⊥⊥ Y |Z ⇐⇒ f (x|y,z) = f (x|z)

(c) X ⊥⊥ Y |Z ⇐⇒ f (x,y|z) = f (x|z) f (z|y)

(d) X ⊥⊥ Y |Z ⇐⇒ f (x,y,z) = h(x,z)k(z,y) for some h,k.

The equalities above hold except for sets of triples (x,y,z) with probability
zero. If the densities are continuous functions (in particular if the state
spaces are discrete), the equations hold whenever the quantities involved
are well defined, i.e. when the densities of all conditioning variables are
positive.

Another property of the conditional independence relation is often use:

(C5) If X ⊥⊥ Y |Z and X ⊥⊥ Z |Y then X ⊥⊥ (Y,Z).

However (C5) does not hold universally, but only under additional con-
ditions - essentially that there be no non-trivial logical relationship be-
tween Y and Z. A trivial counterexample appears when X = Y = Z with
P{X = 1}= P{X = 0}= 1/2. We have however,

If the joint density of all variables with respect to a product measure
positive and continuous, then the statement (C5) will hold true.

In addition f (x,y,z) > 0 is not necessary for (C5). It is enough, e.g.,
that f (y,z)> 0 for all (y,z) or f (x,z)> 0 for all (x,z).

The property (C5) is a particular case of

(C′) X ⊥⊥ Y1 |(Y2,Z) ∧ X ⊥⊥ Y2 |(Y1,Z) ⇒ X ⊥⊥ (Y1,Y2)|Z

We then proof (C′). We have, using property (d), that

X ⊥⊥ Y1|(Y2,Z) =⇒ f (x,y1,y2,z) = a(x,y2,z)b(y1,y2,z).

Similarly

X ⊥⊥ Y2|(Y1,Z) =⇒ f (x,y1,y2,z) = g(x,y1,z)h(y1,y2,z)
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It thus follows that

g(x,y1,z) = a(x,y2,z)b(y1,y2,z)/h(y1,y2,z)

The left side does not depend on z. So for fixed y2,

g(x,y1,z) = a′(x,z)b′(y1,z)

Now, insert this into the second expression for f to get

f (x,y1y2,z) = a′(x,z)b′(y1,z)h(y1,y2,z) = a∗(x,z)b∗(y1,y2,z),

Which shows X ⊥⊥ (Y1,Y2)|Z. �

Here, we are going to focus on a particular conditional independence
measure inspired on the following informal definition in [2] :
"X ⊥ Y |Z, if X and Y are uncorrelated after the linear effects of Z have
been removed".
This can be formally expressed in terms of conditional orthogonality of
closed linear subspaces in a Hilbert space of random variables [2]. We
are going to express this conditional association in terms of conditional
correlation.

Definition 2.1 X ⊥ Y |Z ⇐⇒ ρX ,Y |Z = 0. So, X ⊥ Y |Z if X and Y are
uncorrelated condition to Z.

Note that conditional correlation is defined as follows.

Definition 2.2 (Conditional correlation) Given X ,Y,Z three random vari-
ables, the correlation of X and Y condition to Z is defined as:

ρXY.Z =
ρXY −ρXZρZY√
1−ρ2

XZ

√
1−ρ2

ZY

Where ρXY is the standard linear correlation, ρXY = Cov(X ,Y )√
Var(X)Var(Y )
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Under normal distribution, with probability density function fXY Z(x,y,z),

X ⊥ Y |Z⇐⇒ ρXY = ρXZρY Z ⇐⇒ fXY Z(x,y,z) fZ(z) = fXZ(x,z) fY Z(y,z)

⇐⇒ X ⊥⊥ Y |Z

So it can be concluded that under normal distribution the ⊥ relation is
a conditional independence measure and hence verifies properties (C1)–
(C5) and (C′).

2.2 Graphical models for multivariate time series
There exist several possibilities for defining graphical models for a time
series. We can distinguish between two classes of graphical models. In the
first class the variable Xa(t) at a specific time t is represented by a separate
vertex in the graph. This leads to generalizations of classical graphical
models such as the time series chain graph to be defined in Definition
2.3. In the second class of graphical models the vertex set only consists
of the components Xa of the series, which leads to a coarser modeling of
the dependence structure of the series. As we will see below this leads to
mixed graphs in which directed edges reflect Granger causality whereas
the contemporaneous dependence structure is represented by undirected
edges. Since we are interested only in Granger causality we will only
consider the directed edges in this work, and the directed graphs obtained
are the Granger causality graphs.

Let X = {Xa(t) : t ∈ Z,a = 1, ...,d} be a d-variate stationary process,
and let V = {1, ...,d} be the set of indices. For any A⊆V we define,
XA = XA(t) = (Xa(t) : a ∈ A) as the multivariate subprocess given by the
indices in A. Furthermore, XA(t) = {XA(s) : s < t} denotes the past of the
subprocess XA at time t.

As we mentioned above, chain graphs is the first approach for defining
graphical time series models.
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Definition 2.3 (Time Series chain graph(TSC-graph)) The time series chain
graph (TSC-graph) of a d-variate stationary process X is the chain graph
GT S = (VT S,ET S) with VT S =V ×Z and edge set ET S such that

(a, t−u)→ (b, t) /∈ ET S⇔ u≤ 0 or Xa(t−u)⊥ Xb(t) |XV (t)\{Xa(t−u)},
(a, t−u)− (b, t) /∈ ET S⇔ u 6= 0 or Xa(t)⊥ Xb(t) |XV (t)∪{XV\{a,b}(t)}.

Further (a, t)− (b, t) /∈ ET S if and only if (a,s)− (b,s) /∈ ET S,∀s , because
the process is stationary.

2.2.1 The TSC graph for a Vector Autoregressive process

The Vector Autoregressive (VAR) model is one of the most successful, flex-
ible, and easy to use models for the analysis of multivariate time series and
a statistical model for obtaining the linear interdependencies among multi-
ple time series. Also its a natural extension of the univariate autoregressive
model to dynamic multivariate time series. The VAR model has proven to
be especially useful for describing the dynamic behavior of economic and
financial time series and for forecasting. Let see how to represent this
particular model of multivariate time series as a time series chain graph.

Definition 2.4 (Vector autoregressive process) Given X a d-variate pro-
cess, the VAR of order p, VAR(p) for X is:

X(t) = A(1)X(t−1)+A(2)X(t−2)+ ...+A(p)X(t− p)+ ε(t),

where, A(k) = (Ai j(k)) are the coefficient matrices, and the errors ε(t) are
iid with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ.

If GT S = (VT S,ET S) denotes the TSC-graph for the previous VAR(p)
process, then it can be shown that

(a, t−u)−→ (b, t) ∈ ET S⇐⇒ u ∈ {1, ..., p}and Aba(u) 6= 0, (2.1)

which is equivalent to:

(a, t−u)−→ (b, t) /∈ ET S⇐⇒ u /∈ {1, ..., p}or Aba(u) = 0, (2.2)
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i.e. the directed edges in the graph reflect the recursive structure of the time
series. Furthermore the undirected edges specify a covariance selection
model for the errors ε(t) and we have with K = Σ−1

(a, t)− (b, t) ∈ ET S⇐⇒ εa(t)⊥ εb(t) |εV\{a,b}(t)⇐⇒ Kab 6= 0.

Example 2.1 As an example we consider the five-dimensional VAR(2)-
process with parameters

A(1) =


3/5 0 1/5 0 0

0 3/5 0 −1/5 0
2/5 1/3 3/5 0 0

0 0 0 −1/2 1/5
0 0 1/5 0 2/5

 ,

A(2) =


0 0 −1/5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1/5 0 1/3
0 0 0 0 −1/5

 ,

Σ =


1 1/2 1/3 0 0

1/2 1 −1/3 0 0
1/3 −1/3 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 1


As we see in this example, there is an edge between (1, t−1) and (3, t)

in TSC-graph which is directed and according to (2.1), since A31(1) 6= 0.
Also A22(1) 6= 0 and this implies that there is an edge between (2, t− 1)
and (2, t). If an entry in the coefficient matrix A of the VAR process is 0
this corresponds to a non-edge in TSC-graph.
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Figure 1: TSC-graph GT S for the VAR process in the Example

The construction repeats recursively, i.e., substituting t by t − 1 and
t − 1 by t − 2, and so on with successive shifts. In our experiments we
will omit drawing this recursive pattern as we are only interested in the
basic graph of edges from t−u for some u > 0 to present time t, which is
the information needed for the causality graph as we shall see in the next
sections.

The TSC-graph described in the previous example is shown in Fig-
ure 1.

2.2.2 Granger Causality Graph (GC)

First we will introduce non-causality, and later we will discuss about Granger
causality.

Definition 2.5 (Non-causality) Xa is non-causal for Xb relative to the pro-
cess XV , denoted by Xa 6−→ Xb[XV ], if:

Xb(t)⊥ Xa(t) |XV\{a}(t).

Further Xa and Xb are partially contemporaneously uncorrelated relative
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to the process XV , denoted by Xa 6∼ Xb[XV ] if

Xa(t)⊥ Xb(t) |XV\{a,b}(t).

The Granger causality graph is formally a subgraph of a more general
graph, termed mixed graph whose vertex set consists of the components
of the series, and contains directed as well as undirected edges. For the di-
rected edges we use the notion of Granger causality and for the undirected
edges we use the contemporaneously correlation relation. However, by
extension these mixed graphs are called Granger causality graphs in the
literature.

Definition 2.6 The Granger causality graph of a stationary process X is
the mixed graph GC = (V,Ec) such that for all a,b ∈V with a 6= b,

(1) a−→ b /∈ Ec⇔ Xa 6−→ Xb X [V ],

(2) a− b /∈ Ec⇔ Xa 6∼ Xb X [V ],

For simplicity we will speak only of causality graphs instead of Granger
causality graphs. We implicitly assume that each component also depends
on its own past. This could be expressed by directed self-loops. Since the
insertion of these loops does not change the separation properties for the
graph we omit these loops for the sake of simplicity.

2.3 From TSC graph to causality graph
Theorem 2.1 Let GC and GT S be the causality graph and the TSC-graph,
respectively of a d-variate stationary process X. Then we have, ∀t ∈ Z

(1) a−→ b /∈ Ec⇔ (a, t−u)−→ (b, t) /∈ ET S ∀u > 0
(2) a− b /∈ Ec⇔ (a, t)− (b, t) /∈ ET S

Proof of (1): The implication⇐= is clear from definitions. To prove that
(a, t− u) −→ (b, t) /∈ ET S =⇒ a −→ b /∈ Ec, ∀u > 0, is equivalent to

proving the following implication by definitions of Ec and ET S:
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Xa(t−u)⊥ Xb(t)|XV (t)\{Xa(t−u)}=⇒ Xb(t)⊥ Xa(t)|XV\{a}(t) (2.3)

To fix ideas consider V = {a,b,c}. Note that XV\{a}(t)=XV (t)\Xa(t).
Now, u = 1, the right hand side of equation (2.3) is

Xb(t)⊥ Xa(t−1)|

XV (t)\{Xa(t−2)})︷ ︸︸ ︷
Xc,Xb,Xa(t−2),{Xa(s) : s < t−2}︸ ︷︷ ︸

XV (t)\{Xa(t−1)}

for u = 2, we get

Xb(t)⊥ Xa(t−2)|Xc,Xb,Xa(t−1),{Xa(s) : s < t−2}︸ ︷︷ ︸
XV (t)\{Xa(t−2)}

By property (C′) with Z = {Xa(s) : s < t − 2}, Y1 = Xa(t − 2) and
Y2 = Xa(t−1), we obtain

Xb(t)⊥ (Xa(t−1),Xa(t−2))|Xc,Xb,{Xa(s) : s < (t−2)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
XV \{Xa(t−2),Xa(t−1)}

Repeat this process with u = 3. First we rewrite

XV\{Xa(t−2),Xa(t−1)}=W ∪{Xa(t−3)}\{Xa(t−2),Xa(t−1)}

Then
Xb(t)⊥ Xa(t−3)| XV\{Xa(t−3)}︸ ︷︷ ︸

W∪{Xa(t−2),Xa(t−3)}\{Xa(t−3)}

Applying property (C′) again

Xb(t)⊥{(Xa(t−3),Xa(t−2),Xa(t−1))}|XV\{Xa(t−3),Xa(t−2),Xa(t−1)}
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Figure 2: Causality graph Gc for the VAR process

And continuing in this manner we get the result:

Xb(t)⊥ Xa(t)|XV\{a}(t)

Proof of (2) is similar to (1). 2

We use Theorem 2.1 to build the causality graph from the TSC-graph
constructed in Example 2.1. For example, we have the edge (1, t−1)−→
(3, t) in ET S, then we will have the edge 1 −→ 3 in EC. The resulting
causality graph of X = {X(t)} is shown in Figure 2. It includes also undi-
rected edges as 1 – 2 corresponding to contemporaneously correlation.
From this graph we can see that, X1 is non-causal for X4 relative to the full
process. More intuitively, the directed paths from 1 to 4 suggest that X1
causes X4 indirectly. This indirect cause seems to be mediated by X3 since
all paths from 1 to 4 intersect 3. Such causality relations indeed can be
derived formally from the graph.

2.4 Degrees of causality
According to Theorem 2.1 (1), for a given d-variate stationary process X ,
there exists a directed edge in its corresponding causality graph GC from
time series Xa to time series Xb, if there is at least an edge in the TSC-
graph GT S from some lag of the series Xa to Xb. In this collapsing of
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the GT S graph into the GC graph some important information contained
in the GT S graph is lost, and it is the order of the lag where the edge
connecting the lagged series Xa to the series Xb has its origin. The GC
graph represents a cause–effect relationship of same quality for all the
series involved, but it should not be the same a causality originated in the
remote past (corresponding to high order lag) to a causality originated just
yesterday. We believe that the connections originated at most recent lags
in the GT S graph (i.e. those coming from low order lags) represent stronger
cause–effect relations than connections originated at far away lags.

On the other hand, we have observed that applying the GT S to GC
transformation to a multivariate process of real sample financial time se-
ries, the resulting graph is often fully connected or very dense with edges
in both directions among nodes, hence representing a situation where there
is causality in almost all directions, a situation that in practice might seem
unlikely, or in any case devoid of useful information; see as an example
the graphs produced in the experiments that we report in the next section.
We do not have a formal explanation for this phenomenon, but we advance
that it might be produced by the error noise intrinsic in all numerical ap-
proximations within the process of constructing the TSC-graph: fitting a
VAR, determining conditional correlations through computations of sam-
ple correlations, etc.

Therefore, given the above facts, we propose to enhance the transfor-
mation of the GT S graph to the GC graph with the addition of weights to
the edges of the GC graph, which in a certain sense measure the strength of
the causality relation in terms of the order of the lagged series from where
it originated in the GT S graph. The main idea for defining these weights
is that the lower the order of the lag the higher the weight associated to
the edge, and edges coming from different lagged series to the same target
series should add-up their weights. We formalize the construction of this
weighted version of the GC graph as follows:

Definition 2.7 Given a d-variate stationary process X and a correspond-
ing TSC-graph, GT S, for X. The weighted causality graph Gw

C for X is
defined as follows. The vertex set is the set of indices V = {1, . . . ,d} of the
series in X (i.e., Xa ∈ X ⇐⇒ a ∈V ), and the edge set Ew

C is
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Figure 3: weighted causality graph

a w−→ b∈ EC ⇐⇒ (a, t−u)−→ (b, t)∈ ET S, for some u > 0,
and w = ∑u∈Hab

1/u, where Hab = {u : (a, t−u)−→ (b, t)}.

In words, an edge in EC is given by equation (1) of Theorem 2.1 and it
is labeled with a weight w which is the sum of each of the multiplicative
inverse value of the lag u where an edge (a, t−u)−→ (b, t) exists in ET S.

As an example we give in Figure 3 the weighted version of the causal-
ity graph shown in Figure 2. Note that every directed edge has a weight
which is calculated by Definition 2.7. For example, the edge from 3 to 4
has a weight 0.5 = 1/2 which come from the fact that there is an edge in
TSC-graph from 3 to 4 in lag 2; an edge from 5 to 4 has a weight 1.5 = 1+
1/2 because of edges from (5, t−1)−→ (4, t) and (5, t−2)−→ (4, t); sim-
ilarly with edge going from 3 to 1. The other edges which have a weight
1, represent their corresponding edges in their TSC-graph from lag 1 to
present time.

The weight of every edge in causality graph measures a degree of cau-
sation between 2 markets, for example in this case influence of market 3
on market 1 is more than its influence on market 5. In this way we can
understand that their causation is for recent time or for many times ago
because every denominator corresponds to the label of the lags.



3 Experiments
In this chapter we apply the theory of Graphical models to analyze the
causal relationships between international stock markets. In particular, we
are interested in studying the so called spill over effect of one market into
another. We use as our programming tool the R software environment.
The details of the R programs are presented in the Appendix. We use as a
guide for the experimental set up the work by [10].

First we will explain the experimental set up with a simple example
from [10], consisting of three international markets: Nikkei225, FTSE
100, S&P 500 during the period from 1 January 2001 to 22 August 2011,
and later we will extend this approach for a large experiment which in-
cludes 11 major international stock market indices. This analysis has five
phases:

1. Downloading data.

2. Finding the intervals of analysis with regression trees.

3. Fit a VAR model on each regime.

4. Construct the corresponding TSC graph.

5. Obtain weighted causality graph from TSC graph.

3.1 Basic Example
3.1.1 The Data

First of all we have to download data of markets S&P 500 for the USA,
FTSE 100 for the UK and the Nikkei 225 for Japan. The data were down-
loaded from Yahoo for the period 1 January 2001 to 22 August 2011. We
do this download with the R package quantmod function getSymbols.

3.1.2 Finding the intervals of analysis with regression trees

The idea is to select periods of time for the causality experiments where
the series have a common smooth behavior, since we want to study their
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interdependence leaving out possible influences by noise from the market.
The common approach is to inspect a plot of the series and take an interval
of time comprised between two break points. By break points it is meant
moments where the series present violent shocks in the form of spikes,
which are commonly produced by some political or economic catastrophe.
A visual inspection of the plots of Nikkei, FTSE and S&P 500 for the dates
downloaded show the existence of three possible break points (see Figure
9): around April 2003, Octuber 2007, and June 2009. The appearance
of FTSE 100 and S&P 500 indices in particular are similar. Four distinct
periods can be observed. In the initial period the three indices were all in
decline. This was followed by period of increase for the three indices from
2003 until 2007, followed by a period of steady decline. The final period
was one of relative stability for the Japanese index, while for the UK and
USA there was time of increase until they were close to their early 2007
levels.

We will actually determined the break points mathematically by using
regression trees. By using the methods from package tree in R, which
implements theoretical regression trees, we can investigate evidence of
any structural breaks in the mean of absolute value for the returns. The
regression tree will model the relationship between the response variable
and covariate, which in time series analysis is the single variable time, by
fitting piece-wise constant functions to the data. In univariate time series
analysis the points at which these piecewise constant functions change are
interpreted as candidate breakpoints (see [1]).

We decided to use the S&P 500 series as the master series because
numerous researchers consider the American markets to be the source of
volatility which then spills over into other markets. The structural breaks
for the S&P 500 were used to identify the periods of study.

We apply the tree function to the data and obtained the regression tree
shown in Figure 5. Here there are three periods, first one, 28 April 2003
to 29 October 2007 which is before a noticeable rise in volatility leading
into the financial crisis of 2008. The tree method reported two structural
breaks, yielding three regimes, during the market decline and initial recov-
ery in the period 12 September 2008 to 31 May 2009. The second pe-
riod, 30 October 2007 to 11 September 2008 which is longest of the three
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Figure 4: Plots of indices prices NIkkei (N225), FTSE and S&P 500
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Figure 5: The regression tree for the absolute values of returns of the
S&P500 stock index
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regimes within this period, the other regimes contained few data points
to have a useful graphical model of the spillover effects. The third period
from 1 June 2009 to 2 August 2011, which was after the markets had expe-
rienced a significant decline and before the period of volatility associated
with the credit downgrade of US Government debt began in August 2011.
We chose study period one; that is from 28 April 2003 to 29 October 2007.

3.1.3 VAR model

Here we will apply and describe graphical models for these three markets
indices to trace the spillover of returns and volatility between them before,
during and after the 2008 financial crisis by fitting a vector autoregressive
model of order p, VAR(p). We will follow general procedure of fixing
some value for p, usually small, and fit a VAR(p) model with the package
vars from R. The package vars does estimation, lag selection, diagnostic
testing, forecasting, causality analysis, forecast error variance decompo-
sition and impulse response functions of VAR models. Additionally for
graphics we use package Rgraphviz, and for further financial calculations
use quantmod. The quantmod package for R is designed to assist the
quantitative trader in the development, testing, and deployment of statisti-
cally based trading models. The Rgraphviz package is use for plot graphs
and to specify different shapes for nodes. Currently, the supported shapes
are circle (the default), ellipse, plaintext and box.

3.1.4 Construct TSC-graph

After fitting VAR by program R, we use an order summary which give us
a factor of confidence. We have made a matrix in R by using ’cbind’ that
describes the adjacency of the graph, with entries 0 or 1. A zero entry
in this matrix means we don’t have any edge (because the VAR fitting
give low confidence to the corresponding entry in the coefficient matrix of
the model) and element 1 means there is an edge (due to high confidence
level in the corresponding coefficient matrix). Every edge in TSC-graph
by (2.9) is equivalent to the corresponding entry in coefficient matrix is
not zero.
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Figure 6: TSC-graph for markets, NIKKEI225, FTSE100, S&P500
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Figure 7: Causality graph from TSC-graph

By this TSC-graph we can see the dependency between markets in a
present time and past lags. In addition is a step to obtain causality graph
which is our aim in this thesis and it is more general and practical. The
TSC-graph for this example is presented in Fig. 6.

3.1.5 Obtain corresponding weighted causality graph

To obtain causality graph from TSC-graph according to Theorem 2.1 equa-
tions (1) and (2), recall that there is a causal relation, if there is at least
an edge from one market indices from past lags to the present time of
another market indices. Equivalently, if there is not any edge between
two markets in TSC-graph, it means there is not any dependency between
these two markets in causality graph. Then we apply Definition 2.7 to add
the weights to the causality graph. In our example observe in Figure 6
that from S&P 500 to FTSE there are edges from lags 1, 2, 3; therefore
the edge in causality graph from S&P 500 to FTSE should have weight
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1+ 1/2+ 1/3 = 1.83. Similar computations are done with on the other
edges and are straightforward. The resulting weighted causality graph is
shown in Figure 7.

3.2 Main experiment
Here we are going to repeat the experiment in previous example for a
more complicated situation, which includes 11 stocks indices representing
industrialized as well as emerging markets, and draw some conclusions on
spill over effects.

3.2.1 The Data

We download data for 11 market indices and two benchmark indices that
we will use as references for determining the structural breakpoints and
consequently the intervals of time to study. The benchmark indices are
the VLIC and STOXX50E. The market indices to study are BVSP, MXX,
BSESN, JKSE, TWII, GDAXI, IBEX, FTSE, GSPC, N225, HSCE. All
the data is downloaded from yahoo. There are a useful data to investi-
gate because they are markets in all over the world and by this way we
can see the influence of markets on each other in a present or past time,
and finally we can say global markets are independence or not. Here we
ignore time overlap and suppose that they open and close in a same time.
VLIC is an index that includes a large number of the highest capitaliza-
tion companies from USA and Canada. STOXX50E or Euro Stocks is an
index that includes 50 of the highest capitalization companies in Europe.
The countries that the chosen indices represent are the following: BVSP
for Brazil, MXX for Mexico, BSESN for India, JKSE for Indonesia, TWII
for Taiwan, GDAXI for Germany, IBEX for Spain , FTSE for UK, GSPC
for USA , N225 for Japan, and HSCE for China.
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Figure 8: Plots of the VLIC and STOXX50E indices
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Figure 9: The regression tree for the absolute values of returns of the Euro
Stocks index
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3.2.2 Finding the intervals of analysis with regression trees

We use the indices STOXX50E and VLIC to find structural breakpoints.
By observing the plots in Figure 8 we can say that this two indices have a
similar behavior, for example both of them are decreasing in the first years,
but later they increase until more or less 2008 , and between 2008-2009
we have a fluctuation, from 2009 they are a bit different. We apply the
regression tree method to determine exactly the breakpoints and intervals
of time for study. The result of the tree method for the Euro Stocks index
can be seen in Figure 9. From the regression tree we obtain 3 periods of
time, where the first one is from 28 of April 2003 to 14 January 2008,
second one from 15 January 2008 to 30 April 2009 and last one is from 1
May 2009 to 1 November 2013.

3.2.3 Var model

Now we fit a vector autoregressive model of order p (VAR(p)). We take
p = 4. The programs in R for this example are also attached in the Ap-
pendix section. We have organized instruction in program R to give us a
matrix which is of dimension 11× 55, columns represent time and label
of the lags of activity of markets, and rows are the name of markets.

3.2.4 Construct TSC graph

Now we have a matrix 11×55 with elements 0 and 1, and we can obtain
TSC-graph from this matrix easily. Element 0 means there is no edge and
whenenever we have element 1 represent an edge in our TSC-graph. We
have omitted the plot TSC-graph, because is a huge graph and we have
done similar one for basic example.

3.2.5 Obtain corresponding weighted causality graph

The weighted causality graph, constructed according to the theory, for the
11 indices is shown in Figure.10. Due to space restrictions we can not
show all weights of edges, and these are provided in a separate table, see
Table 1.
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Figure 10: Causality graph from TSC-graph
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Table 1 shows the weight of every edge in causality graph for 11 global
markets. The rows (effects) effected by columns (causes). By visual obser-
vation, the time and intensity of causation can be derived between causes
and effects. Observed that UK and India have the highest influence on
China and Indonesia, with weights respectively equal to 2.08 = 1+1/2+
1/3 +1/4 , which means the causes have influence on effects from every
lag, while the markets USA and India, USA and Indonesia, China and
Taiwan have no causal relation among them. Another interesting observa-
tion is UK has maximum causality influence on China, while China does
not affects on UK, being the weight of the edge equal to 0. Note that USA
is the most independent market in our research because as we see in the
Table 1 there are only 2 markets, Brazil and China, affecting on USA, but
USA nearly has influence on all markets in our research. Note however
that the effects of markets Brazil and China come only from lag 2.

4 Conclusion
We have use Graphical models in the study of spill over effects among
international stock markets, with the introduction of a novel idea which is
the measure of degree of causality. This translates into weighted causality
graphs, where each weight reflects the number of lags and the time where
the cause has originated. The higher the weight the stronger the cause–
effect relationship.

We have also shown how to put together different technologies, all
programmed in R, in order to get a tool for this analysis of spill over ef-
fects. These tools includes the regression trees methods for determining
structural breakpoints, the suite of R methods for fitting a VAR model, and
the quantitative financial tools for processing financial time series.

We believe that there is still more work to do, for example regarding
the visualization of results. The plotting of the TSC graphs and the pro-
gramming of the transformation of TSC graph to causality graphs, and
from these to weighted causality graphs would be desirable in order to
complete the automatization of the whole process.
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5 Appendix
Downloading data for 3 markets Nikkei225, FTSE100, S&P500.

library(quantmod) #loading packages#
library(Rgraphviz)
library(vars)
symbols=c(’^N225’,’^FTSE’,’^GSPC’)
#loading data from time "2003-04-28", to="2007-10-29"#
getSymbols(symbols,src=’yahoo’, from="2003-04-28", to="2007-10-29")
period="daily" ##period= weekly, monthly
#-------------------------------Time-----------------------------#
A1=periodReturn(N225$N225.Adjusted,period=period)
B1=periodReturn(FTSE$FTSE.Adjusted,period=period)
C1=periodReturn(GSPC$GSPC.Adjusted,period=period)
setwd("C:/")
datap_1<-cbind(A1,B1,C1)
datap_1<-na.omit(datap_1) #remove NA data#
datap_1<-(datap_1)^2
colnames(datap_1)<-c("N225","FTSE","SP500")
datap_1<-write.csv(datap_1,"C:/data.csv")

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Nikkei225, FTSE100, S&P500 visual inspection

library(quantmod)
symbols=c(’^N225’,’^FTSE’,’^GSPC’)
getSymbols(symbols,src=’yahoo’, from="2001-01-01", to="2011-08-22")
period="daily" ##period= weekly, monthly
par(mfrow=c(3,1))
plot(N225[,6],main="Nikkei",pch=21)
plot(FTSE[,6],main="FTSE 100")
plot(GSPC[,6],main="S&P500",)

------------------------------------------------------------------
S&P500 tree regression

library(quantmod)
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library(tree)
#---------------------Tree plot For GSPC Market-----------------#
symbols=c(’^GSPC’)
getSymbols(symbols,src="yahoo", from="2001-01-02", to="2011-08-22")
#loading data from time "2003-04-28", to="2007-10-29"#
period="daily" ##period= weekly, monthly
df1<-as.data.frame(GSPC)
df1<-cbind(date=as.Date(rownames(df1)),df1)
SPdata<-df1[,c(1,7)]
A<-abs(log(SPdata[,2]/Lag(SPdata[,2])))
SPtree<-tree(A~as.ts(SPdata[,1]))
par(mfrow=c(1,1))
plot(SPtree)
text(SPtree,cex=0.75)
------------------------------------------------------------------
Fitting VAR for Nikkei225, FTSE100, S&P500.

library(quantmod) #loading packages#
library(Rgraphviz)
library(vars)
data<-read.csv("C:/data.csv")
#---------------------------------------p=3-----------------------#
#calculate VAR model for datap_1 for p=3 since we have 3 lags#
vardatap_3<-VAR(data[,c(2:4)],p=3,type="none")
Atime1_p3<-Bcoef(vardatap_3) #matrixes A(1),A(2),A(3)
#from estimated coefficient subject
to vardatap_3 VAR model for directed edges #

Atime1_p3_1<-Acoef(vardatap_3)[[1]] #matrix A(1)#
Atime1_p3_2<-Acoef(vardatap_3)[[2]] #matrix A(2)#
Atime1_p3_3<-Acoef(vardatap_3)[[3]] #matrix A(3)#
Ktime1_p3<-solve(cov(resid(vardatap_3))) #calculate
the K matrix for undirected edges (page 3 after equation 2.2)

#naming the colomns for K matrix
colnames(Ktime1_p3)<-c("N225","FTSE","SP500")
#naming the rows for K matrix
rownames(Ktime1_p3)<-c("N225","FTSE","SP500")

Atime1_p3_1
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Atime1_p3_2
Atime1_p3_3
Ktime1_p3
#------------------A(1) Matrix & Probability--------------------#
N225Lag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardatap_3[1]$varresult$N225))
[c(1:3),c(1,4)]
FTSELag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardatap_3[1]$varresult$FTSE))
[c(1:3),c(1,4)]
SP500Lag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardatap_3[1]$varresult$SP500))
[c(1:3),c(1,4)]
Lag_1<-matrix(c(N225Lag_1,FTSELag_1,SP500Lag_1),ncol=6)
Lag_1<-t(Lag_1)
rownames(Lag_1)<-c("N225","P(>|t|)","FTSE","P(>|t|)",
"SP500","P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_1)<-c("N225_1","FTSE_1","SP500_1")
#----Gaining the Edge From A(1) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1------#
for(i in 1:3){
for(j in 1:3){
if (Lag_1[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_1[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
Lag_1<-Lag_1[c(1,3,5),]
Lag_1
#------------------A(2) Matrix & Probability------------------#
N225Lag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardatap_3[1]$varresult$N225))
[c(4:6),c(1,4)]
FTSELag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardatap_3[1]$varresult$FTSE))
[c(4:6),c(1,4)]
SP500Lag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardatap_3[1]$varresult$SP500))
[c(4:6),c(1,4)]
Lag_2<-matrix(c(N225Lag_2,FTSELag_2,SP500Lag_2),ncol=6)
Lag_2<-t(Lag_2)
rownames(Lag_2)<-c("N225","P(>|t|)","FTSE","P(>|t|)
","SP500","P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_2)<-c("N225_2","FTSE_2","SP500_2")
#----Gaining the Edge From A(2) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1----#
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for(i in 1:3){
for(j in 1:3){
if (Lag_2[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_2[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
Lag_2<-Lag_2[c(1,3,5),]
Lag_2
#------------------A(3) Matrix & Probability-------------#
N225Lag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardatap_3[1]$varresult$N225))
[c(7:9),c(1,4)]
FTSELag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardatap_3[1]$varresult$FTSE))
[c(7:9),c(1,4)]
SP500Lag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardatap_3[1]$varresult$SP500))
[c(7:9),c(1,4)]
Lag_3<-matrix(c(N225Lag_3,FTSELag_3,SP500Lag_3),ncol=6)
Lag_3<-t(Lag_3)
rownames(Lag_3)<-c("N225","P(>|t|)","FTSE","P(>|t|)","SP500",
"P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_3)<-c("N225_3","FTSE_3","SP500_3")
#---Gaining the Edge From A(3) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1----#
for(i in 1:3){
for(j in 1:3){
if (Lag_3[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_3[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
Lag_3<-Lag_3[c(1,3,5),]
Lag_3
#------A(1) & A(2) & A(3) Matrixes for Draw the Graph--#
for (i in 1:3){
for (j in 1:3){
if (Lag_1[i,j]!=0){
Lag_1[i,j]<-1

}
}
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}
for (i in 1:3){
for (j in 1:3){
if (Lag_2[i,j]!=0){
Lag_2[i,j]<-1

}
}

}
for (i in 1:3){
for (j in 1:3){
if (Lag_3[i,j]!=0){
Lag_3[i,j]<-1

}
}

}

for (i in 1:3){
for (j in 1:3){

if (Ktime1_p3[i,j]!=0){
Ktime1_p3[i,j]<-1

}
}

}
NFS<-cbind(Ktime1_p3,Lag_1,Lag_2,Lag_3)
K<-Ktime1_p3
NFS1<-cbind(K,Lag_1,Lag_2,Lag_3)
NFS2<-cbind(Lag_1,K,Lag_2,Lag_3)
NFS3<-cbind(Lag_2,Lag_1,K,Lag_3)
NFS4<-cbind(Lag_3,Lag_1,Lag_2,K)
NFS<-rbind(NFS1,NFS2,NFS3,NFS4)
NFS[1:3,4:12]<-0
NFS[4:6,7:12]<-0
NFS[7:9,10:12]<-0
rownames(NFS)<-colnames(NFS)
NFS

----------------------------------------------------------------
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Downloading data for 11 global markets

library(quantmod)
symbols=c(’^BVSP’,’^MXX’,’^BSESN’,’^JKSE’,’^TWII’,’^GDAXI’,
’^IBEX’,’^FTSE’,’^GSPC’,’^N225’,’^HSCE’)
getSymbols(symbols,src=’yahoo’, from="2001-01-02",
to="2013-11-01")#loading data from time "2003-01-01",
to="2013-11-01"# period="daily"

#----Compare plot of VLIC & EuroStox with SpillOver plot----#
par(mfrow=c(1,1))
BVSPp<-periodReturn(BVSP[,6],period=period)
MXXp<-periodReturn(MXX[,6],period=period)
BSESNp<-periodReturn(BSESN[,6],period=period)
JKSEp<-periodReturn(JKSE[,6],period=period)
TWIIp<-periodReturn(TWII[,6],period=period)
GDAXIp<-periodReturn(GDAXI[,6],period=period)
IBEXp<-periodReturn(IBEX[,6],period=period)
FTSEp<-periodReturn(FTSE[,6],period=period)
GSPCp<-periodReturn(GSPC[,6],period=period)
N225p<-periodReturn(N225[,6],period=period)
HSCEp<-periodReturn(HSCE[,6],period=period)
data<-cbind(BVSPp,MXXp,BSESNp,JKSEp,TWIIp,GDAXIp,IBEXp
,FTSEp,GSPCp,N225p,HSCEp)
data<-na.omit(data)
data<-data^2
colnames(data)<-c("Brazil","Mexic","India","Indonessia",
"Taiwan","Germany","Spain","UK","USA","Japan","China-Shanghai")
setwd("C:/")
write.csv(data,"Data of 11 Market.csv")

--------------------------------------------------------------
Visual inspection for two masure markets VLIC and STOXX50E

library(quantmod)
symbols=c(’^VLIC’,’^STOXX50E’)
getSymbols(symbols,src=’yahoo’, from="2001-01-02", to="2013-11-01")
#loading data from time "2003-01-01", to="2013-11-01"#
period="daily"
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#----Compare plot of VLIC & EuroStox with SpillOver plot------#
par(mfrow=c(2,1))
plot(VLIC[,6],main="VLIC",pch=19)
plot(STOXX50E[,6],main="Euro Stock")

------------------------------------------------------------
Tree regression for STOXX50E

library(quantmod)
library(tree)
symbols=c(’^STOXX50E’)
getSymbols(symbols,src="yahoo", from="2001-01-02",
to="2013-11-02")#loading data from time "2003-04-28",
to="2007-10-29"#

period="daily" ##period= weekly, monthly
df2<-as.data.frame(STOXX50E)
df2<-cbind(date=as.Date(rownames(df2)),df2)
Eurodata<-df2[,c(1,7)]
A<-abs(log(Eurodata[,2]/Lag(Eurodata[,2])))
Eurotree<-tree(A~as.ts(Eurodata[,1]))
par(mfrow=c(1,1))
plot(Eurotree)
text(Eurotree)

---------------------------------------------------------------
Downloading data for period 1 for 11 global markets

library(quantmod)
symbols=c(’^BVSP’,’^MXX’,’^BSESN’,’^JKSE’,’^TWII’,’^GDAXI’,
’^IBEX’,’^FTSE’,’^GSPC’,’^N225’,’^HSCE’)
getSymbols(symbols,src=’yahoo’, from="2003-04-28",
to="2008-01-14")#loading data from time "2003-01-01",
to="2013-11-01"#

period="daily"
BVSPp<-periodReturn(BVSP[,6],period=period)
MXXp<-periodReturn(MXX[,6],period=period)
BSESNp<-periodReturn(BSESN[,6],period=period)
JKSEp<-periodReturn(JKSE[,6],period=period)
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TWIIp<-periodReturn(TWII[,6],period=period)
GDAXIp<-periodReturn(GDAXI[,6],period=period)
IBEXp<-periodReturn(IBEX[,6],period=period)
FTSEp<-periodReturn(FTSE[,6],period=period)
GSPCp<-periodReturn(GSPC[,6],period=period)
N225p<-periodReturn(N225[,6],period=period)
HSCEp<-periodReturn(HSCE[,6],period=period)
data<-cbind(BVSPp,MXXp,BSESNp,JKSEp,TWIIp,GDAXIp,IBEXp,
FTSEp,GSPCp,N225p,HSCEp)
data<-na.omit(data)
data<-data^2
colnames(data)<-c("Brazil","Mexic","India","Indonessia",
"Taiwan","Germany","Spain","UK","USA","Japan","China-Shanghai")
setwd("C:/")
write.csv(data,"12 Market(time is from 2003-04-28 to
2008-01-14).csv")

----------------------------------------------------------------
Fitting VAR for period 1 for 11 Stock Market & p=4

library(quantmod)
library(Rgraphviz)
library(vars)
setwd("C:/")
data<-read.csv("12 Market(time is from 2003-04-28 to 2008-01-14).csv")

vardata<-VAR(data,p=4,type="none")
AT_1<-Bcoef(vardata) #matrixes A(1),A(2),A(3),A(4)
from estimated coefficient subject to vardatap_3 VAR model
(page 3 equation 2.1) for directed edges #

A1<-Acoef(vardata)[[1]][2:12,2:12] #matrix A(1)#
A2<-Acoef(vardata)[[2]][2:12,2:12] #matrix A(2)#
A3<-Acoef(vardata)[[3]][2:12,2:12] #matrix A(3)#
A4<-Acoef(vardata)[[4]][2:12,2:12] #matrix A(4)#
K<-solve(cov(resid(vardata))[2:12,2:12]) #calculate the K
matrix for undirected edges (page 3 after equation 2.2)#

colnames(K)<-c("Brazil","Mexic","India","Indonessia",
"Taiwan","Germany","Spain","UK","USA","Japan",
"China-Shanghai") #naming the colomns for K matrix
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(page 3 equation 2.1)
rownames(K)<-c("Brazil","Mexic","India","Indonessia",
"Taiwan","Germany","Spain","UK","USA","Japan",
"China-Shanghai") #naming the rows for K matrix
A1
A2
A3
A4
K
#------------A(1) Matrix & Probability--------------#
BrazilLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Brazil))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
MexicLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Mexic))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
IndiaLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$India))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
IndonessiaLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]
$varresult$Indonessia))[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
TaiwanLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Taiwan))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
GermanyLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Germany))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
SpainLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Spain))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
UKLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$UK))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
USALag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$USA))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
JapanLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Japan))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
China.ShanghaiLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]
$varresult$China.Shanghai))[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
Lag_1<-matrix(c(BrazilLag_1,MexicLag_1,IndiaLag_1,
IndonessiaLag_1,TaiwanLag_1,GermanyLag_1,SpainLag_1,
UKLag_1,USALag_1,JapanLag_1,China.ShanghaiLag_1),ncol=22)
Lag_1<-t(Lag_1)
rownames(Lag_1)<-c("Brazil","P(>|t|)","Mexic",
"P(>|t|)","India","P(>|t|)","Indonessia","P(>|t|)",
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"Taiwan","P(>|t|)","Germany","P(>|t|)","Spain","P(>|t|)",
"UK","P(>|t|)","USA","P(>|t|)","Japan","P(>|t|)",
"China-Shanghai","P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_1)<-c("Brazil_1","Mexic_1","India_1",
"Indonessia_1","Taiwan_1","Germany_1","Spain_1","UK_1",
"USA_1","Japan_1","China-Shanghai_1")
#-----Gaining the Edge From A(1) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1----#
for(i in 1:11){
for(j in 1:11){
if (Lag_1[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_1[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
Lag_1<-Lag_1[c(1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21),]
#------------------A(2) Matrix & Probability----------------------#
BrazilLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Brazil))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
MexicLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Mexic))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
IndiaLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$India))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
IndonessiaLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Indonessia))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
TaiwanLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Taiwan))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
GermanyLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Germany))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
SpainLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Spain))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
UKLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$UK))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
USALag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$USA))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
JapanLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Japan))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
China.ShanghaiLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]
$varresult$China.Shanghai))[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
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Lag_2<-matrix(c(BrazilLag_2,MexicLag_2,IndiaLag_2,
IndonessiaLag_2,TaiwanLag_2,GermanyLag_2,SpainLag_2,
UKLag_2,USALag_2,JapanLag_2,China.ShanghaiLag_2),ncol=22)
Lag_2<-t(Lag_2)
rownames(Lag_2)<-c("Brazil","P(>|t|)","Mexic",
"P(>|t|)","India","P(>|t|)","Indonessia","P(>|t|)",
"Taiwan","P(>|t|)","Germany","P(>|t|)","Spain","P(>|t|)",
"UK","P(>|t|)","USA","P(>|t|)","Japan","P(>|t|)",
"China-Shanghai","P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_2)<-c("Brazil_2","Mexic_2","India_2",
"Indonessia_2","Taiwan_2","Germany_2","Spain_2","UK_2",
"USA_2","Japan_2","China-Shanghai_2")
#-----Gaining the Edge From A(2) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1-----#
for(i in 1:11){
for(j in 1:11){
if (Lag_2[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_2[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
Lag_2<-Lag_2[c(1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21),]
#-------------A(3) Matrix & Probability----------------#
BrazilLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Brazil))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
MexicLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Mexic))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
IndiaLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$India))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
IndonessiaLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Indonessia))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
TaiwanLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Taiwan))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
GermanyLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Germany))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
SpainLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Spain))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
UKLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$UK))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
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USALag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$USA))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
JapanLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Japan))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
China.ShanghaiLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
China.Shanghai))[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
Lag_3<-matrix(c(BrazilLag_3,MexicLag_3,IndiaLag_3,
IndonessiaLag_3,TaiwanLag_3,GermanyLag_3,SpainLag_3,
UKLag_3,USALag_3,JapanLag_3,China.ShanghaiLag_3),ncol=22)
Lag_3<-t(Lag_3)
rownames(Lag_3)<-c("Brazil","P(>|t|)","Mexic","P(>|t|)",
"India","P(>|t|)","Indonessia","P(>|t|)","Taiwan","P(>|t|)",
"Germany","P(>|t|)","Spain","P(>|t|)","UK","P(>|t|)","USA",
"P(>|t|)","Japan","P(>|t|)","China-Shanghai","P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_3)<-c("Brazil_3","Mexic_3","India_3",
"Indonessia_3","Taiwan_3","Germany_3","Spain_3","UK_3",
"USA_3","Japan_3","China-Shanghai_3")
#---Gaining the Edge From A(3) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1------#
for(i in 1:11){
for(j in 1:11){
if (Lag_3[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_3[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
Lag_3<-Lag_3[c(1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21),]

#---------------A(4) Matrix & Probability-------------#
BrazilLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Brazil))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
MexicLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Mexic))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
IndiaLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$India))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
IndonessiaLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Indonessia))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
TaiwanLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Taiwan))
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[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
GermanyLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Germany))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
SpainLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Spain))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
UKLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$UK))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
USALag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$USA))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
JapanLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Japan))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
China.ShanghaiLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult
$China.Shanghai))[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
Lag_4<-matrix(c(BrazilLag_4,MexicLag_4,IndiaLag_4,
IndonessiaLag_4,TaiwanLag_4,GermanyLag_4,SpainLag_4,
UKLag_4,USALag_4,JapanLag_4,China.ShanghaiLag_4),ncol=22)
Lag_4<-t(Lag_4)
rownames(Lag_4)<-c("Brazil","P(>|t|)","Mexic","P(>|t|)",
"India","P(>|t|)","Indonessia","P(>|t|)","Taiwan","P(>|t|)",
"Germany","P(>|t|)","Spain","P(>|t|)","UK","P(>|t|)","USA",
"P(>|t|)","Japan","P(>|t|)","China-Shanghai","P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_4)<-c("Brazil_4","Mexic_4","India_4",
"Indonessia_4","Taiwan_4","Germany_4","Spain_4","UK_4",
"USA_4","Japan_4","China-Shanghai_4")
#----Gaining the Edge From A(4) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1-------#
for(i in 1:11){
for(j in 1:11){
if (Lag_4[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_4[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
Lag_4<-Lag_4[c(1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21),]
#-------A(1) & A(2) & A(3) & A(4) Matrixes for Draw the Graph-------#
for (i in 1:11){
for (j in 1:11){
if (Lag_1[i,j]!=0){
Lag_1[i,j]<-1
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}
}

}
for (i in 1:11){
for (j in 1:11){
if (Lag_2[i,j]!=0){
Lag_2[i,j]<-1

}
}

}
for (i in 1:11){
for (j in 1:11){
if (Lag_3[i,j]!=0){
Lag_3[i,j]<-1

}
}

}
for (i in 1:11){
for (j in 1:11){
if (Lag_4[i,j]!=0){
Lag_4[i,j]<-1

}
}

}

for (i in 1:11){
for (j in 1:11){
if (K[i,j]!=0){
K[i,j]<-1
K[i,i]<-0

}
}

}
NFS<-cbind(K,Lag_1,Lag_2,Lag_3,Lag_4)
NFS
write.csv(NFS,"C:/Period1 Matrix.csv")

-------------------------------------------------
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Downloading data for period 2 for 11 global markets

library(quantmod)
symbols=c(’^BVSP’,’^MXX’,’^BSESN’,’^JKSE’,’^TWII’,’^GDAXI’,
’^IBEX’,’^FTSE’,’^GSPC’,’^N225’,’^HSCE’)
getSymbols(symbols,src=’yahoo’, from="2008-01-15",
to="2009-04-30")#loading data from time "2003-01-01",
to="2013-11-01"#

period="daily"
BVSPp<-periodReturn(BVSP[,6],period=period)
MXXp<-periodReturn(MXX[,6],period=period)
BSESNp<-periodReturn(BSESN[,6],period=period)
JKSEp<-periodReturn(JKSE[,6],period=period)
TWIIp<-periodReturn(TWII[,6],period=period)
GDAXIp<-periodReturn(GDAXI[,6],period=period)
IBEXp<-periodReturn(IBEX[,6],period=period)
FTSEp<-periodReturn(FTSE[,6],period=period)
GSPCp<-periodReturn(GSPC[,6],period=period)
N225p<-periodReturn(N225[,6],period=period)
HSCEp<-periodReturn(HSCE[,6],period=period)
data<-cbind(BVSPp,MXXp,BSESNp,JKSEp,TWIIp,GDAXIp,IBEXp,
FTSEp,GSPCp,N225p,HSCEp)
data<-na.omit(data)
data<-data^2
colnames(data)<-c("Brazil","Mexic","India","Indonessia",
"Taiwan","Germany","Spain","UK","USA","Japan","China-Shanghai")
setwd("C:/")
write.csv(data,"12 Market(time is from 2008-0-15 to
2009-04-30).csv")

--------------------------------------------
Fitting VAR for period 2

library(quantmod)
library(Rgraphviz)
library(vars)
setwd("C:/")
data<-read.csv("12 Market(time is from 2008-0-15 to 2009-04-30)
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.csv")
vardata<-VAR(data,p=4,type="none")
AT_1<-Bcoef(vardata) #matrixes A(1),A(2),A(3),A(4)
from estimated coefficient subject to vardatap_3 VAR model
for directed edges #

A1<-Acoef(vardata)[[1]][2:12,2:12] #matrix A(1)#
A2<-Acoef(vardata)[[2]][2:12,2:12] #matrix A(2)#
A3<-Acoef(vardata)[[3]][2:12,2:12] #matrix A(3)#
A4<-Acoef(vardata)[[4]][2:12,2:12] #matrix A(4)#
K<-solve(cov(resid(vardata))[2:12,2:12]) #calculate the K
matrix for undirected edges #

colnames(K)<-c("Brazil","Mexic","India","Indonessia","Taiwan",
"Germany","Spain","UK","USA","Japan","China-Shanghai")
#naming the colomns for K matrix
rownames(K)<-c("Brazil","Mexic","India","Indonessia",
"Taiwan","Germany","Spain","UK","USA","Japan",
"China-Shanghai") #naming the rows for K matrix
A1
A2
A3
A4
K
#----------A(1) Matrix & Probability----------#
BrazilLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Brazil))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
MexicLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Mexic))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
IndiaLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$India))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
IndonessiaLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
Indonessia))[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
TaiwanLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Taiwan))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
GermanyLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Germany))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
SpainLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Spain))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
UKLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$UK))
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[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
USALag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$USA))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
JapanLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Japan))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
China.ShanghaiLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
China.Shanghai))[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
Lag_1<-matrix(c(BrazilLag_1,MexicLag_1,IndiaLag_1,
IndonessiaLag_1,TaiwanLag_1,GermanyLag_1,SpainLag_1,
UKLag_1,USALag_1,JapanLag_1,China.ShanghaiLag_1),ncol=22)
Lag_1<-t(Lag_1)
rownames(Lag_1)<-c("Brazil","P(>|t|)","Mexic","P(>|t|)",
"India","P(>|t|)","Indonessia","P(>|t|)","Taiwan","P(>|t|)",
"Germany","P(>|t|)","Spain","P(>|t|)","UK","P(>|t|)","USA",
"P(>|t|)","Japan","P(>|t|)","China-Shanghai","P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_1)<-c("Brazil_1","Mexic_1","India_1",
"Indonessia_1","Taiwan_1","Germany_1","Spain_1","UK_1",
"USA_1","Japan_1","China-Shanghai_1")
#--Gaining the Edge From A(1) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1--#
for(i in 1:11){
for(j in 1:11){
if (Lag_1[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_1[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
Lag_1<-Lag_1[c(1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21),]
#-----------A(2) Matrix & Probability--------------#
BrazilLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Brazil))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
MexicLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Mexic))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
IndiaLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$India))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
IndonessiaLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
Indonessia))[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
TaiwanLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Taiwan))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
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GermanyLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Germany))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
SpainLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Spain))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
UKLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$UK))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
USALag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$USA))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
JapanLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Japan))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
China.ShanghaiLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
China.Shanghai))[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
Lag_2<-matrix(c(BrazilLag_2,MexicLag_2,IndiaLag_2,
IndonessiaLag_2,TaiwanLag_2,GermanyLag_2,SpainLag_2,
UKLag_2,USALag_2,JapanLag_2,China.ShanghaiLag_2),ncol=22)
Lag_2<-t(Lag_2)
rownames(Lag_2)<-c("Brazil","P(>|t|)","Mexic","P(>|t|)",
"India","P(>|t|)","Indonessia","P(>|t|)","Taiwan",
"P(>|t|)","Germany","P(>|t|)","Spain","P(>|t|)","UK",
"P(>|t|)","USA","P(>|t|)","Japan","P(>|t|)",
"China-Shanghai","P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_2)<-c("Brazil_2","Mexic_2","India_2",
"Indonessia_2","Taiwan_2","Germany_2","Spain_2","UK_2",
"USA_2","Japan_2","China-Shanghai_2")
#-Gaining the Edge From A(2) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1-#
for(i in 1:11){
for(j in 1:11){
if (Lag_2[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_2[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
Lag_2<-Lag_2[c(1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21),]
#-----------A(3) Matrix & Probability------------#
BrazilLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Brazil))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
MexicLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Mexic))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
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IndiaLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$India))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
IndonessiaLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
Indonessia))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
TaiwanLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Taiwan))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
GermanyLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Germany))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
SpainLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Spain))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
UKLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$UK))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
USALag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$USA))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
JapanLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Japan))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
China.ShanghaiLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
China.Shanghai))[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
Lag_3<-matrix(c(BrazilLag_3,MexicLag_3,IndiaLag_3,
IndonessiaLag_3,TaiwanLag_3,GermanyLag_3,SpainLag_3,
UKLag_3,USALag_3,JapanLag_3,China.ShanghaiLag_3),ncol=22)
Lag_3<-t(Lag_3)
rownames(Lag_3)<-c("Brazil","P(>|t|)","Mexic","P(>|t|)",
"India","P(>|t|)","Indonessia","P(>|t|)","Taiwan","P(>|t|)",
"Germany","P(>|t|)","Spain","P(>|t|)","UK","P(>|t|)","USA",
"P(>|t|)","Japan","P(>|t|)","China-Shanghai","P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_3)<-c("Brazil_3","Mexic_3","India_3",
"Indonessia_3","Taiwan_3","Germany_3","Spain_3","UK_3",
"USA_3","Japan_3","China-Shanghai_3")
#--Gaining the Edge From A(3) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1-#
for(i in 1:11){
for(j in 1:11){
if (Lag_3[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_3[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
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Lag_3<-Lag_3[c(1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21),]

#----------A(4) Matrix & Probability--------#
BrazilLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Brazil))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
MexicLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Mexic))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
IndiaLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$India))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
IndonessiaLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
Indonessia))[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
TaiwanLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Taiwan))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
GermanyLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Germany))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
SpainLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Spain))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
UKLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$UK))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
USALag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$USA))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
JapanLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Japan))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
China.ShanghaiLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
China.Shanghai))[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
Lag_4<-matrix(c(BrazilLag_4,MexicLag_4,IndiaLag_4,
IndonessiaLag_4,TaiwanLag_4,GermanyLag_4,SpainLag_4,UKLag_4,
USALag_4,JapanLag_4,China.ShanghaiLag_4),ncol=22)
Lag_4<-t(Lag_4)
rownames(Lag_4)<-c("Brazil","P(>|t|)","Mexic","P(>|t|)",
"India","P(>|t|)","Indonessia","P(>|t|)","Taiwan",
"P(>|t|)","Germany","P(>|t|)","Spain","P(>|t|)","UK",
"P(>|t|)","USA","P(>|t|)","Japan","P(>|t|)",
"China-Shanghai","P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_4)<-c("Brazil_4","Mexic_4","India_4",
"Indonessia_4","Taiwan_4","Germany_4","Spain_4","UK_4",
"USA_4","Japan_4","China-Shanghai_4")
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#------Gaining the Edge From A(4) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1------#
for(i in 1:11){
for(j in 1:11){
if (Lag_4[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_4[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
Lag_4<-Lag_4[c(1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21),]
#-A(1) & A(2) & A(3) & A(4) Matrixes for Draw the Graph-#
for (i in 1:11){
for (j in 1:11){
if (Lag_1[i,j]!=0){
Lag_1[i,j]<-1

}
}

}
for (i in 1:11){
for (j in 1:11){
if (Lag_2[i,j]!=0){
Lag_2[i,j]<-1

}
}

}
for (i in 1:11){
for (j in 1:11){
if (Lag_3[i,j]!=0){
Lag_3[i,j]<-1

}
}

}
for (i in 1:11){
for (j in 1:11){
if (Lag_4[i,j]!=0){
Lag_4[i,j]<-1

}
}

}
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for (i in 1:11){
for (j in 1:11){
if (K[i,j]!=0){
K[i,j]<-1
K[i,i]<-0

}
}

}
NFS<-cbind(K,Lag_1,Lag_2,Lag_3,Lag_4)
NFS
write.csv(NFS,"C:/Period2 Matrix.csv")

-------------------------------------------------------
Downloading data for period 3 for 11 global markets

library(quantmod)
symbols=c(’^BVSP’,’^MXX’,’^BSESN’,’^JKSE’,’^TWII’,’^GDAXI’,
’^IBEX’,’^FTSE’,’^GSPC’,’^N225’,’^HSCE’)
getSymbols(symbols,src=’yahoo’, from="2009-05-01",
to="2013-11-01")#loading data from time "2003-01-01",
to="2013-11-01"#

period="daily"
BVSPp<-periodReturn(BVSP[,6],period=period)
MXXp<-periodReturn(MXX[,6],period=period)
BSESNp<-periodReturn(BSESN[,6],period=period)
JKSEp<-periodReturn(JKSE[,6],period=period)
TWIIp<-periodReturn(TWII[,6],period=period)
GDAXIp<-periodReturn(GDAXI[,6],period=period)
IBEXp<-periodReturn(IBEX[,6],period=period)
FTSEp<-periodReturn(FTSE[,6],period=period)
GSPCp<-periodReturn(GSPC[,6],period=period)
N225p<-periodReturn(N225[,6],period=period)
HSCEp<-periodReturn(HSCE[,6],period=period)
data<-cbind(BVSPp,MXXp,BSESNp,JKSEp,TWIIp,GDAXIp,IBEXp,
FTSEp,GSPCp,N225p,HSCEp)
data<-na.omit(data)
data<-data^2
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colnames(data)<-c("Brazil","Mexic","India","Indonessia",
"Taiwan","Germany","Spain","UK","USA","Japan","China-Shanghai")
setwd("C:/")
write.csv(data,"12 Market(time is from 2009-05-01 to 2013-11-01)
.csv")

------------------------------------------------------
Fitting VAR for period 3 ,

#source("http://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R")
#biocLite("RBGL")
#biocLite("Rgraphviz")
library(quantmod)
library(Rgraphviz)
library(vars)
setwd("C:/")
data<-read.csv("12 Market(time is from 2009-05-01 to 2013-11-01)
.csv")
#--------Var Model Fit for 11 Stock Market & p=4 Lags-------#
vardata<-VAR(data,p=4,type="none")
AT_1<-Bcoef(vardata) #matrixes A(1),A(2),A(3),A(4) from estimated coefficient subject to vardatap_3 VAR model (page 3 equation 2.1)
for directed edges #
A1<-Acoef(vardata)[[1]][2:12,2:12] #matrix A(1)#
A2<-Acoef(vardata)[[2]][2:12,2:12] #matrix A(2)#
A3<-Acoef(vardata)[[3]][2:12,2:12] #matrix A(3)#
A4<-Acoef(vardata)[[4]][2:12,2:12] #matrix A(4)#
K<-solve(cov(resid(vardata))[2:12,2:12]) #calculate the K matrix
for undirected edges (page 3 after equation 2.2)#
colnames(K)<-c("Brazil","Mexic","India","Indonessia",
"Taiwan","Germany","Spain","UK","USA","Japan",
"China-Shanghai") #naming the colomns for K matrix
rownames(K)<-c("Brazil","Mexic","India","Indonessia",
"Taiwan","Germany","Spain","UK","USA","Japan",
"China-Shanghai") #naming the rows for K matrix
A1
A2
A3
A4
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K
#------------------A(1) Matrix & Probability--------------#
BrazilLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Brazil))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
MexicLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Mexic))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
IndiaLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$India))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
IndonessiaLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
Indonessia))[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
TaiwanLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Taiwan))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
GermanyLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Germany))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
SpainLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Spain))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
UKLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$UK))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
USALag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$USA))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
JapanLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Japan))
[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
China.ShanghaiLag_1<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
China.Shanghai))[c(2:12),c(1,4)]
Lag_1<-matrix(c(BrazilLag_1,MexicLag_1,IndiaLag_1,
IndonessiaLag_1,TaiwanLag_1,GermanyLag_1,SpainLag_1,
UKLag_1,USALag_1,JapanLag_1,China.ShanghaiLag_1),ncol=22)
Lag_1<-t(Lag_1)
rownames(Lag_1)<-c("Brazil","P(>|t|)","Mexic","P(>|t|)",
"India","P(>|t|)","Indonessia","P(>|t|)","Taiwan",
"P(>|t|)","Germany","P(>|t|)","Spain","P(>|t|)","UK",
"P(>|t|)","USA","P(>|t|)","Japan","P(>|t|)",
"China-Shanghai","P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_1)<-c("Brazil_1","Mexic_1","India_1",
"Indonessia_1","Taiwan_1","Germany_1","Spain_1","UK_1",
"USA_1","Japan_1","China-Shanghai_1")
#-Gaining the Edge From A(1) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1-#
for(i in 1:11){
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for(j in 1:11){
if (Lag_1[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_1[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
Lag_1<-Lag_1[c(1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21),]
#------A(2) Matrix & Probability-----#
BrazilLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Brazil))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
MexicLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Mexic))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
IndiaLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$India))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
IndonessiaLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
Indonessia))[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
TaiwanLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Taiwan))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
GermanyLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Germany))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
SpainLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Spain))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
UKLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$UK))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
USALag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]
$varresult$USA))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
JapanLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]
$varresult$Japan))
[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
China.ShanghaiLag_2<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]
$varresult$
China.Shanghai))[c(14:24),c(1,4)]
Lag_2<-matrix(c(BrazilLag_2,MexicLag_2,IndiaLag_2,
IndonessiaLag_2,TaiwanLag_2,GermanyLag_2,SpainLag_2,
UKLag_2,USALag_2,JapanLag_2,China.ShanghaiLag_2),ncol=22)
Lag_2<-t(Lag_2)
rownames(Lag_2)<-c("Brazil","P(>|t|)","Mexic","P(>|t|)",
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"India","P(>|t|)","Indonessia","P(>|t|)","Taiwan",
"P(>|t|)","Germany","P(>|t|)","Spain","P(>|t|)","UK",
"P(>|t|)","USA","P(>|t|)","Japan","P(>|t|)","China-Shanghai",
"P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_2)<-c("Brazil_2","Mexic_2","India_2",
"Indonessia_2","Taiwan_2","Germany_2","Spain_2",
"UK_2","USA_2","Japan_2","China-Shanghai_2")
#-Gaining the Edge From A(2) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1-#
for(i in 1:11){
for(j in 1:11){
if (Lag_2[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_2[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
Lag_2<-Lag_2[c(1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21),]
#---A(3) Matrix & Probability---------------#
BrazilLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Brazil))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
MexicLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Mexic))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
IndiaLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$India))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
IndonessiaLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
Indonessia))[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
TaiwanLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Taiwan))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
GermanyLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Germany))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
SpainLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Spain))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
UKLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$UK))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
USALag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$USA))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
JapanLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Japan))
[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
China.ShanghaiLag_3<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
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China.Shanghai))[c(25:35),c(1,4)]
Lag_3<-matrix(c(BrazilLag_3,MexicLag_3,IndiaLag_3,
IndonessiaLag_3,TaiwanLag_3,GermanyLag_3,SpainLag_3,
UKLag_3,USALag_3,JapanLag_3,China.ShanghaiLag_3),ncol=22)
Lag_3<-t(Lag_3)
rownames(Lag_3)<-c("Brazil","P(>|t|)","Mexic","P(>|t|)",
"India","P(>|t|)","Indonessia","P(>|t|)","Taiwan",
"P(>|t|)","Germany","P(>|t|)","Spain","P(>|t|)","UK",
"P(>|t|)","USA","P(>|t|)","Japan","P(>|t|)","China-Shanghai",
"P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_3)<-c("Brazil_3","Mexic_3","India_3",
"Indonessia_3","Taiwan_3","Germany_3","Spain_3","UK_3",
"USA_3","Japan_3","China-Shanghai_3")
#-----Gaining the Edge From A(3) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1----#
for(i in 1:11){
for(j in 1:11){
if (Lag_3[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_3[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
Lag_3<-Lag_3[c(1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21),]

#------A(4) Matrix & Probability--------#
BrazilLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Brazil))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
MexicLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Mexic))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
IndiaLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$India))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
IndonessiaLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
Indonessia))[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
TaiwanLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Taiwan))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
GermanyLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Germany))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
SpainLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Spain))
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[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
UKLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$UK))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
USALag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$USA))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
JapanLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$Japan))
[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
China.ShanghaiLag_4<-coef(summary.lm(vardata[1]$varresult$
China.Shanghai))[c(36:46),c(1,4)]
Lag_4<-matrix(c(BrazilLag_4,MexicLag_4,IndiaLag_4,
IndonessiaLag_4,TaiwanLag_4,GermanyLag_4,SpainLag_4,UKLag_4,
USALag_4,JapanLag_4,China.ShanghaiLag_4),ncol=22)
Lag_4<-t(Lag_4)
rownames(Lag_4)<-c("Brazil","P(>|t|)","Mexic","P(>|t|)",
"India","P(>|t|)","Indonessia","P(>|t|)","Taiwan","P(>|t|)",
"Germany","P(>|t|)","Spain","P(>|t|)","UK","P(>|t|)","USA",
"P(>|t|)","Japan","P(>|t|)","China-Shanghai","P(>|t|)")
colnames(Lag_4)<-c("Brazil_4","Mexic_4","India_4",
"Indonessia_4","Taiwan_4","Germany_4","Spain_4","UK_4",
"USA_4","Japan_4","China-Shanghai_4")
#--Gaining the Edge From A(4) Matrix if the Pr(>|t|) >0.1---#
for(i in 1:11){
for(j in 1:11){
if (Lag_4[2*i,j]>=0.1){
Lag_4[(2*i-1),j]<-0

}
}

}
Lag_4<-Lag_4[c(1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21),]
#--A(1) & A(2) & A(3) & A(4) Matrixes for Draw the Graph-#
for (i in 1:11){
for (j in 1:11){
if (Lag_1[i,j]!=0){
Lag_1[i,j]<-1

}
}

}
for (i in 1:11){
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for (j in 1:11){
if (Lag_2[i,j]!=0){
Lag_2[i,j]<-1

}
}

}
for (i in 1:11){
for (j in 1:11){
if (Lag_3[i,j]!=0){
Lag_3[i,j]<-1

}
}

}
for (i in 1:11){
for (j in 1:11){
if (Lag_4[i,j]!=0){
Lag_4[i,j]<-1

}
}

}

for (i in 1:11){
for (j in 1:11){
if (K[i,j]!=0){
K[i,j]<-1
K[i,i]<-0

}
}

}
NFS<-cbind(K,Lag_1,Lag_2,Lag_3,Lag_4)
NFS
write.csv(NFS,"C:/Period3 Matrix.csv")
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